ANNOUNCEMENT - THE AVA - DAVID MARR MEDAL
ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARD 2014
The AVA is a UK-based scientific society that aims to advance, promote and
improve the study and knowledge of vision sciences.
Every 2 years, the AVA awards the David Marr medal, recognizing the
achievements of an outstanding vision scientist in the early part of his or her
research career who has a proven track-record of high quality independent
research. The award is named in memory of one of Britain's most distinguished
vision researchers.
The AVA is therefore pleased to anounce that:
• for his original and rigorous experimental, theoretical and modelling work in
human visual perception, visual psychophysics and computational neuroscience
the Marr award for 2014 will go to Dr Keith May at the City University,
London.

Dr Keith May
• Dr May will be invited to receive the award and to give a talk on his research
at the Christmas AVA meeting, December 2014.
• Our warm congratulations go to Keith as winner of the AVA Marr award 2014.
Information about the AVA, and about previous Marr award winners, can be
found here: http://www.theAVA.net
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